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PHMSA Perception
Who associates PHMSA with safety?

Who associates PHMSA with innovation?
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PHMSA Mission
Protect people and the environment by advancing the
safe transportation of energy and other hazardous
materials that are essential to our daily lives.
Protect people and the environment by advancing the safe transportation of
energy and other hazardous materials that are essential to our daily lives.
-Safety
Protect people and the environment by advancing the safe transportation of
energy and other hazardous materials that are essential to our daily lives.
-Advancing safe transportation = Innovation?
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Enhancing Pipeline Safety
How PHMSA approaches safety

Safety
Rulemaking

Educating

Mandates
Incidents
Updates

SMS
VIS
811 Public Outreach

Researching

Enforcing

Safety gaps identified with Address operator regulatory
varied stakeholder input
shortcomings
The “carrot”
The “stick”

Q: Where does technology fit?
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Technology
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PHMSA RD&T SUCCESSES
Courtesy:
CRC Evens
Courtesy: Pipetel
Technologies

Courtesy: LASEN

Courtesy: ITT Kodak

Guided Wave
Ultrasonics
Courtesy: Pure
Technologies Leak
Detection

Gas/Liq Leak
Detection by Fixed
Wing/ Helicopter
along pipeline
Hand-Held Tools for In-Ditch Inspections

So why the perceived regulator reluctance?

Innovation/Technology is a two sided coin
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Technology from a Regulator’s Perspective
Innovations represent unknowns
Understanding risk goes hand in hand with
public safety

Innovations support pipeline safety
Understanding new technologies can help
increase levels of public safety

Example: Steel pipelines
-Threats
-Mitigation
-Operations and Maintenance
-Long operating history

Example: PHMSA R&D Program
-Commercialization an important success
metric
-Create more “tools in the tool box”
-These projects are largely within regulatory
framework (i.e., use w/o special permit
request)
-PHMSA R&D Biennial Forum

“Is there a better approach?” vs. “Can we
improve what we have?”
-Technology and innovations can address both

Regulator push vs industry pull: Will industry pick up a new technology? Will the regulator allow
it?
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Technology from a Regulator’s Perspective
Technology alone is not a Safety Silver Bullet
Solutions need to be contextualized
New tools require training to use
New tools require integration to operator’s process
Technology will not solve every safety problem
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New Technology Under PHMSA
So how do new technologies get deployed in regulated spaces?
PHMSA regulates operators, not technology providers
What does this mean?
Operators will ultimately be the ones to adopt new technologies
PHMSA needs to be aware and educated on emerging technologies
Vetting process
May result in a Special Permit
How to do this?
Before project begins, loop PHMSA in
Documentation key
Test data vital
Operational history optimal
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Prescriptive vs. Performance Regulations

Prescriptive based regulation
Do [w] every [x time interval]
Do not let [y] exceed [z]
In some ways, easier on regulator- “Box-checking” mentality
One-size-fits-all mindset
Example: Get eight hours of sleep a night

Performance based regulations
Operators must consider their system’s risks when making decisions
Can be more difficult on both operator and regulators
Requires a better trained/educated regulator
Example: Get enough sleep every night
Which is better for public safety?
Difficult to say- PHMSA uses a mixed approach
Where does technology fit?
Largely performance based- e.g. 192.917 doesn’t say what data to integrate
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Prescriptive vs. Performance Regulations
$1,800,000,000
$1,600,000,000
$1,400,000,000
$1,200,000,000
$1,000,000,000
$800,000,000
40

Performance based regulations
20
Operators must consider their system’s risks when making decisions
Can be more difficult on both operator and regulators
0
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Requires a better trained/educated
regulator
20 year pipeline incident data
Example: Get enough sleep every night
Fatalities

Injuries

$600,000,000
$400,000,000

$200,000,000
$0
2016

Total Cost

Which is better for public safety?
Difficult to say- PHMSA uses a mixed approach
Where does technology fit?
Largely performance based- e.g. 192.917 doesn’t say what data to integrate
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Total Dollars

Human Individuals

Prescriptive based regulation
20 Year Trend- All Reported Incidents
Do
[w]
every
[x
time
interval]
120
Do not let [y] exceed [z]
100
In some ways, easier on regulator- “Box-checking” mentality
80
One-size-fits-all mindset
Example: Get eight hours of sleep a night
60
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OPS R&D Solicitation
Pipeline Safety Research and Development Announcement
Solicitation Number: DTPH5617RA00002
Agency: Department of Transportation
Office: Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
Location: PHMSA
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API 15S Docket
Docket ID: PHMSA-2017-0028
Agency: Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA)
Parent Agency: Department of Transportation (DOT)
Summary:
Pipeline Safety: Petition for Rulemaking - Plastics Pipe Institute: Incorporation of API 15S
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Thank you
phmsa.dot.gov
Joshua.Arnold@dot.gov
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Question?
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